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GEORGIA TECH LIBRARY 
ASSESSMENT: CREATING 
AND SHARING A CUSTOM-
MADE ASSESSMENT TOOL
M AT T  F R I Z Z E L L  
J A S O N  W R I G H T
GEORGIA TECH AT A GLANCE
• Public Research University founded in 
1885
• 26k FTS (15k Undergrad / 11k Grad)
• 2016 Revenue 1.42 Billion – 15% State, 
20% Tuition/Fees, and 55% 
Grants/Contracts
• Computer Science, Mechanical, 
Aerospace, and Industrial Engineering 
along with Business are the largest majors
• Large Research Partnerships with Emory 
University
LIBRARY RENEWAL
LIBRARY RENEWAL
LIBRARY RENEWAL
“Organizational effectiveness does not lie in that narrow minded concept called 
rationality. It lies in the blend of clearheaded logic and powerful intuition”
― Henry Mintzberg
"Efficiency is doing better what is already being done. Effectiveness is deciding 
what to do better." - Peter F. Drucker
ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS
• Library Statistics Dashboard: 2001 – 2017
• Libqual: 2003 – 2013 
• Custom Survey: 2015 – 2017 
• Exit Survey: 2013 – 2017
HISTORY OF THE LIBRARY’S CAMPUS WIDE ASSESSMENT EFFORTS
WHY CHANGE?
Positives
• Longitudinal data since we had 
used it for a decade
• Low cost in labor / hours worked
• Can compare across peer 
insitutions
Negatives
• Doesn’t address specific needs or 
emerging issues
• Doesn’t necessarily link with 
organization goals and mission
• Monetary cost
CONSIDERATIONS WHEN BUILDING THE SURVEY
Timing / 
When?
What are 
our goals?
Length? Audience?
Question 
format?
IMPORTANT COLLABORATIONS
ANALYZING THE DATA
• 861 Reponses
• 32 Questions
• Hand tagged the 
qualitative data
• Broke up analyzing 
quantitative data 
between committee 
members 
RESULTS
RESULTS
RESULTS
RESULTS
RESULTS
The Books Are Going Away!
RESULTS
RESULTS
RESULTS
RESULTS
OUTCOMES
OUTCOMES
2015 ASSESSMENT 
SURVEY RESULTS: 
DESIGN 
METHODOLOGY
LIBQUAL
LIBQUAL
LIBQUAL
WHY CHANGE?
• Embarking upon multi-million dollar project
• Had to prove value to campus, university 
leadership, legislators – including non-native 
speakers
• Positioning ourselves as experts in data 
visualization
• Focus on aesthetic experience
KEY CONCEPTS
• Above all else – quick and to the point
• Simple, big, visual, impactful
• Easy to understand regardless of proficiency in 
English
• Branded from University Guidelines
BRANDING STANDARDS
CHARTS FOR SIMPLE QUANTITATIVE DATA
BREAK OUT QUANTITATIVE DATA
ICON VISUALIZATION FOR QUANTITATIVE DATA
WORD CLOUDS
SINGLE QUALITATIVE EXAMPLE
MULTIPLE QUALITATIVE EXAMPLES
RESULTS
RESULTS
QUESTIONS?
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